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The translational and orientation order of arg-cysteamine molecules chemiabsorbed on the Au~111!
crystal surface is considered. Couplings between carbon, nitrogen, and hydrogen atoms of the
n-alkanethiols are approximated by the Lennard-Jones potential. Moreover, hydrogen bonds
between oxygen and nitrogen and dipole–dipole interactions of the dipole moments of different
atomic groups are taken into account. It is found that molecules are arranged in a 232 lattice and
have the total symmetryC63Z2 . The critical temperature of the phase transition to the tilted state
Tc1 , which breaks the symmetryC6 , is estimated to be extremely high. The spontaneous
breakdown of the remaining symmetryZ2 leads to the twisted state of the molecules and has the
critical temperatureTc25340 K. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1631920#

I. INTRODUCTION

The self-assembled monolayers~SAMs! are a compara-
tively new type of organic monolayer,1–3 formed by sponta-
neous chemisorption of long-chain molecules from a solution
to many different solid substrates~e.g., Au, Ag, Cu, Al,
GaAs, Si!. The most thoroughly studied and robust SAM
system is CH3(CH2)n21SH(Cn) absorbed on a Au~111! crys-
tal surface. SAMs are presently the focus of considerable
attention for both technological and fundamental reasons.
Not only do they have potential applications in areas such as
corrosion prevention, wear protection, sensing devices, and
the formation of well-defined microstructures,1,4,5 but they
present an excellent opportunity to study two-dimensional
condensed organic solids at the microscopic level.

Chemisorption of the thiol main group to the surface
results in long-range translational and orientational lattice
structures. The investigation of the adsorption of functional-
ized thiols and disulfides on gold surfaces is becoming im-
portant for studies of phenomena at surfaces and interfaces,
especially in the field of biomaterial science6,7 and biosensor
technology.8–10 Alkyl thiols are known to form well-
organized self-assembled monolayers~SAMs! on solid
surfaces.11 Such properties as packing density, molecular ori-
entation, tilting angle, binding strength to substrate and sta-
bility alkyl thiols have been extensively studied for the last
15 years. The thermal stability for alkyl thiols has been stud-
ied and it has been shown that irreversible disordering of the
alkyl chains occurs already at 80 °C. One way to improve the
stability is to introduce lateral hydrogen bonds to increase

the intermolecular interactions. Several studies show lateral
hydrogen bonding in thiols by including peptide bonds in the
alkane chain.12,13

A special kind of adsorbates with high potential
is cysteine-containing peptides. These peptides can be
linked to a gold surface through thiol chemistry and con-
tain peptide bonds that induce formation of inter-
molecular hydrogen bonds, resulting in lateral stabilization.
In this work we are studying arg-cysteamine molecules
SH(CH2)2NHCOCH(NH2)3NHC(NH2)NH, since arginine
plays a specific role for G-protein recognition.14 The
G-protein is important for the 7-helix transmembrane GPCR,
which is a receptor for vision, odor sensing, and pain recep-
tion. The second and third intracellular loops and the
C-terminal tail of the 2A GPCR are important sites for
G-protein binding and interactions.15–17 It is of great interest
to understand how G-proteins interact with the receptor and
to find the minimum sequence of recognition. A peptide se-
quence with unique binding properties for G-protein would
be invaluable, but even high selectivity for the G-protein
would be excellent for drug screening. We have studied
G-protein interaction of arginine-containing dipeptides by
SPR.18,19 We also have ongoing studies of larger arginine-
rich peptides with very promising results.

In this paper, a theoretical study of the ground state for
the arg-cysteamine adsorbates is presented. The ground state
energy of a monolayer self-assembled on Au~111! reveals a
hexagonal structure of 232. This is compared to the ordi-
nary)3) structure reported for long-chained alkyl thiols.
Theoretical calculations of phase transitions to tilted and
twisted states for these adsorbates are also presented. More-
over, we studied the role of the hydrogen bonds. We founda!Electronic mail: almsa@ifm.liu.se, almas@tnp.krasn.ru
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that the hydrogen bonds in fact increase the temperature of
phase transition by 40 K.

The ground state and phase transitions were studied
theoretically mainly for self-assembled monolayers of al-
kanethiols deposited on the gold surface. The first approach
is molecular dynamic simulations,20–25 which succeeded in
establishing the ground state properties of the SAM and ther-
mally equilibrium orientational states at fixed temperature.
The second approach, developed in Refs. 28–30, is a sym-
metry analysis to study phase transitions in the mean field
approximation. In the present paper we will use the last ap-
proach in application to the system of arg-cysteamines de-
posited on the Au~111! crystal surface.

II. MOLECULAR MODEL

The model adopted for the arg-cysteamine molecule
shown in Fig. 1 consists of all 40 spherical atoms connected
by rigid bond constraints. The molecule is chemically
adsorbed on the crystal surface of gold~111! via
the sulfur atom. Bond lengths were constrained to the

following values:23 dCC51.54 Å, dCS51.82 Å, dCH

51.04 Å, dCO51.23 Å, dCN51.45Å, dHN51.02 Å, and
dCN51.37 Å for the peptide linkage. Bond angles were set
equal to the ideal valent ones. The molecular chain
SH(CH2)2COH(NH2CH2)n has a zig–zag form as shown in
Fig. 1, terminated by group NH3 and all of them are repre-
sented by single interaction sites including hydrocarbons.
The total length of the molecule is found to be 14 Å.

We assume that the chain may freely rotate about the
chain axis as a whole with the twisting angle as the dihedral
angle between the plane composed of the normal to the gold
surface, and the chain axis and plane defined bytrans seg-
ments of the zig–zag molecular chain. Moreover, we assume
that chain may rotate around the normal to the crystal surface
in such a way that the sulfur does not take part in this rota-
tion. This rotation is specified by two angles: the tilting angle
u and azimutal projectionw ~the precession angle of the long
molecular axis about the surface normal to the gold crystal
surface as shown in Fig. 2!. All the atoms, including hydro-
gen, were represented by sites that interact with one another
through potentials. The atom–atom potentials can be ap-
proximated in different ways. In Ref. 26 they are given as the
van der Waals potential

V~r !5Ae2Br2
C

r 6 ~1!

with constants specified for each pair of identical atoms:
C–C, N–N, O–O, H–H. The constants for unlike pairs of
atoms can be calculated asAi j 5AAiAj , Ci j 5ACiCj ,

23

wherei and j enumerate atoms. However this potential has a
negative divergence for small distances. Hence, following
Refs. 27–29, we take interactions between atoms of neigh-
boring chains as the Lennard-Jones ones

U~R!54eF S s

RD 12

2S s

RD 6G , ~2!

where parameterse ands were chosen by fitting the poten-
tial ~2! to the Born–Meyer potential~1! in a way that both
potentials have the same position and a depth of minimum.

FIG. 1. View of an arg-cysteamine molecule. Spheres show atoms identified
as, for example, S-1 as the type of atom and its number in the molecule,
respectively. Two spheres denoted as lp mean lone pairs which form addi-
tional dipole moments given in Table II.

FIG. 2. Schematic drawing of three angles that specify position of arg-
cysteamine molecule relative to the crystal surface~111! of gold ~shown by
black circles!. u is the tilt angle of the molecule,x is the chain twist~rota-
tion! angle, andw defines the tilt direction along the surface plane.
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The calculated Lennard-Jones parameterse i j and s i j are
listed in Table I.

The constants for the S–C and S–H couplings were
taken from Ref. 31. In addition, the hydrogen bond interac-
tions are considered as the Lennard-Jones potential~2! with
parameters32 e(K)5226.4 K, s52.168 Å, and the bond
angles u(N–H¯O)5160°65° and u(H¯OvC)5150°
65°. These angles suggest the statistical significant ten-
dency for hydrogen bonds to occur in the directions of the
conventionally viewed oxygensp2 lone pairs.33

Following Hautman and Klein,21 the interaction of atoms
with gold substrate was modeled by the 12-3 potential,

V~z!5
C12

~z2z0!122
C3

~z2z0!3 . ~3!

In fact, this potential is sharply decreasing with distancez.
Therefore, it is reasonable to include in~3! only interaction
of the gold surface with the nearest atoms such as sulfur and
the CH2 group. The parameters of the potential~3! are the
following.21 For the methylene group:
C1252.83107 K•Å,12 C3517100 K•Å 3, z050.86 Å. For
the sulfur: C1254.093107 K•Å,12 C35180600 K•Å 3, z0

50.27 Å.
Finally we took into account the dipole–dipole cou-

plings of the dipole moments of different bonds formed by
molecular groups. Moreover, we included the dipole moment
of lone pair~1p! ~Ref. 34! in the NH2 and NH groups shown
in Fig. 1,

W~Ri j !5(
a,b

Wi j
a,bdi

adj
b , ~4!

where

Wi j
a,b5

da,b

Ri j
3 2

3Ri j
a Ri j

b

Ri j
5 , ~5!

andRij is the vector between the dipole moments; the mag-
nitude of a dipole moment is measured in the Debye units
D510218 CGSE cm. Dipole moments were calculated with
the help of the CS Gaussian Client package by Cambridge-
Soft Corporation and are listed in Table II. The dipole mo-
ments are directed from the first atom to the second one in
the bond. Numbers of atoms are presented in Fig. 1.

By distances between atoms and bond angles one can
find the coordinates of atoms in the local coordinate system
with u50, w50, andx50. The distances are listed in Table
III. The bond angle for carbon groups is 109.5° and the bond
angle for nitrogen groups is 107.3°.34 We neglect slight dis-
tortions of these angles as the molecular groups are bonded
in the arg-cysteamine molecule.

To find the coordinates defining the carbon and hydrogen
atoms of then-thiol chain in the coordinate system of the
substrate it is necessary to use transformations of rotations
determined by the Euler angles. This procedure is described
in Ref. 28 and is not given here.

III. THE SYMMETRY OF THE GROUND STATE
AND PHASE TRANSITIONS

In order to find possible phase transitions in the system
of arg-cysteamine molecules self-assembled on the gold sur-
face it is necessary to consider the symmetry of the system in
the ground state. Then phase transitions can be classified as
consequent spontaneous breakdown of this symmetry.35

As a first step, we assumed there were two types of self
assembly of the arg-cysteamine molecules on the gold sur-
face ~111!, as shown in Fig. 3. The first type corresponds to
the SH main groups of the arg-cysteamines, which form a
()3))R30° lattice shown in Fig. 3 by black circles simi-
lar to the alkanethiol self-assembly.28 The second type is the
232 lattice shown in Fig. 3 by gray circles. The gold atoms
are shown by light circles. For each type of lattice the total
energy of the self-assembly consisted of

TABLE I. Atom–atom Lennard-Jones parameters.

Atom pair e~K! s~Å!

H–H 14.87 2.50
C–C 39.86 3.39
N–N 33.85 3.20
O–O 61.52 2.90
H–C 24.84 2.94
H–N 22.56 2.83
H–O 29.75 2.70
C–N 36.72 3.29
C–O 50.55 3.12
N–O 46.25 3.04
S–C 78.11 3.52
S–H 25.74 3.26

TABLE II. Dipole moments of molecular bonds.

Bond Dipole moment~Debye!

S~1!–C~2! 1.2
H~21!–N~4! 0.5
C~5!–O~13! 2.3
H~22!–N~14! 0.76
H~23!–N~14! 0.76
Lp of N~14! 0.6
C~9!–N~10! 1.26
H~31!–N~10! 0.87
C~11!–N~10! 0.87
C~11!–N~12! 0.87
C~11!–N~15! 0.58
H~32!–N~12! 0.55
H~33!–N~12! 0.55
H~34!–N~15! 0.58
Lp of N~15! 0.6

TABLE III. Atom–atom distances.

Atom–atom Distances~Å!

C–S 1.82
C–C 1.54
C–N 1.45
C–H 1.09
C–O 1.23
N–H 1.02

Peptide linkage C–N 1.37
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E~w,u,x!5N(
j 51

6

(
nnj

FU~ uRn~w,u,x!2Rnj
~w,u,x!u!

1N(
n

V~zn~w,u,x!!1EdG , ~6!

where indexj runs over the nearest neighbors; indexesn and
nj run over atoms of the arg-cysteamine molecule,N is the
number of the arg-cysteamines in the unit area andEd is the
total dipole energy of all dipole moments listed in Table II,
computed by Ewald’s method.30,36 A single dipole spaced
apart from a metal experiences an interaction with its self-
image, so a dipole–dipole part of the dipole energy consists
of dipole–dipole, dipole–image, and image–image interac-
tions. Equation~6! is the basic equation, a variation of which
allows us to find the ground state of the arg-cysteamines
adsorbed on the Au~111! crystal surface and symmetry of the
system.

A variation of Eq.~6! relative to the angles gives us the
following result. For the ()3))R30° lattice we obtained
E05435.50 K/Å2 with w0541°, u051.7°, x052°, while
for the 232 lattice we obtainedE05344.9 K/Å2 with w0

584°, u054.7°, x05241°. Therefore, the 232 structure
is more stable relative to the ()3))R30° lattice. More-
over, since the 232 lattice has the lower surface density in
comparison with the ()3))R30° lattice, the equilibrium
angles fixing the arg-cysteamines relative to the crystal sur-
face are larger in the former lattice.

Next, consider a symmetry of the system. First of all, the
system is degenerated relative to rotations of the symmetry
groupC6 because of the hexagonal symmetry of the crystal
surface. Moreover, as was shown for then-alkanethiols on

the crystal surface of gold~111! ~Refs. 28, 29! in tilted phase,
there is additionalZ2 symmetry with twofold degeneracy.
The same C63Z2 symmetry is observed for the arg-
cysteamines chemisorbed on the gold crystal surface~111!. A
minimization of the total energy results in the following
equilibrium angles:

u1,n&5~w0584°1pn/3,x05241°,u054.7°!,
~7!u2,n&5~w0524°1pn/3,x0541°,u054.7°!,

wheren50,...,5. Therefore, the total symmetry of the system
is C63Z2 . A spontaneous symmetry breakdown of theC6

symmetry gives rise to the tilted state, while the spontaneous
symmetry breakdown of theZ2 symmetry gives rise to the
twisted state.28

Let us consider at first the possibility of the phase tran-
sition to the tilted state. Six degenerated states in the ground
state are specified by angles~7!. Let us consider the central
arg-cysteamine molecule and its six nearest neighbors at sites
j 51,2,...,6 shown in Fig. 3 by gray circles. The state of each
molecule is given by the numbernj50,...,5 in Eq.~7!. Then
the energy of the system mapped on to states~7! can be
written as

(
^ i , j &

(
ni ,nj

E~ni ,nj !, ~8!

where^ i , j & means that we take into a consideration only the
nearest-neighbor interaction.

If the molecules were linear chains we would have only
three energies of interactionE(n,n1m),m50,1,...,5 inde-
pendent of the sites of the nearest neighborsj. However,
because of the complicated structure of the arg-cysteamine
molecule shown in Fig. 1 we obtain a higher number of the
interaction constantsE(ni ,nj ) which depend on both the in-
tegersni ,nj and the positions of the molecules. Substituting
the states~7! into ~6! we have calculated the interaction con-
stants listed in Table IV.

Note that because of the symmetryJj (n,n8)5Jj (n
1m,n81m) we presented in this table only
Jj (1,1),Jj (1,2),...,Jj (1,6). Moreover, because of cyclic
symmetry, for example,Jj (7,2)5Jj (1,2).

Let us introduce occupation numberscn50,1. Then each
pair interaction~8! can be presented as a

E5(
j

6

(
nn8

Jj~n,n8!cncjn8 . ~9!

Similar to the mean-field theory of the Potts model37 we
introducexn5^cjn&, which are the fraction of the molecules
that are in the staten51,2,...,6, subject to

FIG. 3. Two patterns of self-assembly of the SH main groups on the gold
crystal surface~111! shown by black circles@the ()3))R30° lattice# and
by gray circles~the 232 lattice!. The gold atoms are shown by light circles.

TABLE IV. Interaction constantsJj (n,n8) in K.

nj 1 2 3 4 5 6

j 51 21733 21231 436 2788 2810 2996
j 52 2810 2695 2536 2391 2750 21186
j 53 21336 2996 2750 21224 1.63107 2773
j 54 21733 21186 1.63107 9685 22555 22118
j 55 2810 2773 22555 21961 21611 21231
j 56 21336 22117 21611 21374 436 2694
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(
n

xn51. ~10!

Then, to the mean-field energy and entropy per molecule are

E

N
5

1

2 (
j 51

6

(
nn8

Jj~n,n8!xnxn8 ,

~11!
S

N
52k(

n
xn ln xn ,

where the interaction constantsJj (n,n8) are listed in Table
IV. Then the free energy per molecule is given by the ex-
pression

F5kT(
n

xn ln xn1 1
2 (

n,n8
K~n,n8!xnxn8 , ~12!

where matrixK(n,n8)5S j Jj (n,n8) equals

K5S 27757 26998 1.63107 3946 1.63107 26998

26998 27757 26998 1.63107 3946 1.63107

1.63107 26998 27757 26998 1.63107 3946

3946 1.63107 26998 27757 26998 1.63107

1.63107 3946 1.63107 26998 27757 26998

26998 1.63107 3946 1.63107 26998 27757

D . ~13!

On the basis of numerical values of matrix~13! it fol-
lows that the free energy~12! can be presented approxi-
mately as

F5kT(
n

xn ln xn2 1
2K1xn

22K2xnxn11 , ~14!

whereK157757 K, K256998 K. The free energy is to be
minimized relative to six-manifold variablesxn subject to
~10! andSnxnxn1250, Snxnxn13'0. The last equations fol-
low from matrix elements~13!. In contrast to the Potts
model,37 a nonlinear procedure to minimize this free energy
is a hard task even numerically. However, it is obvious that
the critical temperature of the phase transition is basically
determined by matrix elementsK1 ,K2 to be estimated as
Tc;(K11K2)/2 ln 5'5000 K by an analog with the Potts
model.37 Therefore, we can conclude that the self-assembled
monolayer of the arg-cysteamine molecules is always in the
tilted state with the 232 lattice structure.

Now, let us consider the possibility of the next phase
transition related to spontaneous breakdown of the remaining
Z2 symmetry. TheZ2 symmetry allows us to crucially sim-
plify a consideration by reducing the total energy of the sys-
tem to the Ising model. Following the same procedure as
developed in Refs. 28 and 30, we write the following expres-
sions for the rotated atom’s coordinates:

Rs5R~sw0 ,u0 ,sx0!5R01sR1 , s561, ~15!

whereR0 is directed along thex-axis ~along the next-nearest
neighbor! and R1 is perpendicular toR0 . Then the atom’s
coordinates of thej th arg-cysteamine molecule are specified
as follows:

Rjn5Rj1R0,n1sjR1,n , ~16!

where n specifies thenth atom of the molecule. Then the
total energy is reduced to

E5E02 1
2(

i j
Ji j ~u0 ,w0 ,x0!sisj , ~17!

wheresi561, and

Ji j 5
1
4(
s,s8

ss8~Us,s8
i j

1Ws,s8
i j

!, ~18!

Us,s8
i j

5 1
2 (

nn8
Unn8~Ri j 1R0,n2R0,n81sR1,n2s8R1,n8!,

~19!

Ws,s8
i j

5(
p

W~Ri j 1~s2s8!R1,p!

1 1
2W~Ri j 1Zp1~s2s8!R1,p!, ~20!

where the vectorZp runs over image dipoles. If restricting by
the nearest neighbors, numerical evaluation of formulas
~18!–~20! results in

J15261.3K, J25148.3K, J3540.7K. ~21!

As shown in Fig. 4 we have six nearest neighbors. However,
three others coincide with~21!. While the alkanethiols have
the mirror plane of symmetry which gives rise to two ex-
change integrals,28,29 in the present case there is no such
symmetry.

The phase transition temperature of the 2D Ising model
on the triangular lattice is found exactly38

j1j21j2j31j1j351, ~22!

wherej i5exp(2bcJi), b51/kT. However, for the case de-
scribed in~21!, Eq. ~22! has no solution. Therefore we have
to return to model~17! in which summation runs over all
sites because of dipole–dipole interactions~20!. Then we can
evaluate the temperature of the phase transition in the mean
field approximation to obtainkTc5J(0)5S j Ji j . Performing
the elementary but tedious procedure of summation of inter-
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actions~19! and ~20! with account of Tables I–III and sub-
stituting the result into Eq.~18! we obtained numerically
kTc2'340 K. The summation over the dipole–dipole inter-
actions~20! was performed using the Ewald procedure.30 In
order to find the role of the hydrogen bond interactions be-
tween the arg-cysteamine molecules we resumed all calcula-
tions, switching off these interactions. We found in this case
kTc28 '300 K. Thus, indeed, the hydrogen bonds stabilize the
SAM on the gold surface.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Calculation of the ground state energy of the system
shows that the less dense 232 lattice is more favorable than
the more dense ()3))R30° lattice. Because of theC6

symmetry of crystal surface Au~111! the self-assembled sys-
tem of the arg-cysteamine molecules also has the same sym-
metry. Moreover, we established the symmetryZ2 of the
ground state of the system of arg-cysteamine molecules. As a
result the total symmetry of the system isC63Z2 . In
the mean field approximation we considered phase transi-
tions which consequently spontaneously break this symme-
try. We found that the critical temperature of the phase tran-
sition to the tilted state related to the breakdown of theC6

symmetry Tc1'5000 K is extremely high. Therefore, the
self-assembled monolayer of the arg-cysteamine molecules is
always in the tilted state with the tilting angle around 5°.
This result agrees with estimations performed for the
n-alkanethiols self-assembled on the Au~111! crystal
surface.28

The second phase transition takes place at room tem-
peratureTc25340 K and leads to spontaneous twisting of the
arg-cysteamine molecules related to the breakdown of theZ2

symmetry. The value of the critical temperature qualitatively
also agrees with the results obtained for then-alkanethiols
for n512.28 However there are important differences be-
tween the alkanethiols and the arg-cysteamines self-
assembled on the Au~111! crystal surface. The arg-
cysteamine molecule shown in Fig. 1 is more bulky to
compared to the alkanethiol molecule. As a result the arg-
cysteamines are packing as the 232 lattice while the al-
kanethiols form the more dense ()3))R30° lattice. Cor-
respondingly the equilibrium angles~7! are strongly different

from the those of the alkanethiols. Therefore the exchange
integrals ~21!, which define the temperature of the second
phase transition to the twisted state, are also different in
comparison to those for the alkanethiols self-assembled on
the Au~111! crystal surface.

Both phase transitions were calculated with account of
only discrete states of corresponding symmetryC63Z2 .
However each molecule arg-cysteamine is oscillating around
equilibrium positions. These vibrations form phonon modes
in the self assembly contributed by bulk phonon modes of
the gold crystal. In turn, these modes contribute to the en-
tropy term of the free energy to decrease temperatures of
phase transitions. So it is necessary to consider the critical
temperatures found in this work as upper estimations. More-
over the calculated temperature of the phase transitionTc2 to
the twisted state has an accuracy in the same extend as the
van der Waals potential interactions~1! with empirical
choice of the constants by formulas given below~1!. As was
shown in Ref. 28 the value of critical temperature is rather
sensitive to choice of the atom–atom interaction parameters.
Hence we can conclude that the second phase transition to
the twisted state takes place nearby room temperature while
the phase transition to the tilted phase is extremely high.
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